An imagined Garden Day 1
Lets Design our garden

2. Let your imagination run wild, or follow
1. Find the garden design sheet and
pencil in your pack. I’ve drawn a peacock these steps. I’ve started by drawing some
flowers in the foreground...
and a building to get you started!

3. Then added a bit more detail to these
before drawing a pond with some bull
rushes and a little tree.

4. I’ve then drawn a plant pot with a
conifer tree; there’s no need to make the
design too busy at this stage!

5. That’s not looking to bad! I’ll just add
a line of trees behind the house to finish
the design off...

6. We’ll be basing the rest of the weeks
art ativities on this design, but there’s no
need to stick to it rigidly.

7. Here are a couple of other imaginary garden design ideas you may prefer, or
please feel free to create your own to work from; really make it your own!

An imagined Garden Day 2
Laying the ground work; lets paint the background to the garden

1. There is a canvas panel in your pack.
Draw a line with the pencil about a third
of the way from the top.

2. Put a little bit of green, white, yellow,
blue and ochre (the sandy colour) paint
on one of the paper plates.

3. Put some water in a pot, cup or glass,
dip in your brush and mix some water
with the blue paint to make it flow.

4.Then paint the sky!

5. Use the white to paint some clouds.

6. Mix some green and white...

7. Paint some trees in the backgound.

8. Add some yellow to your green/white...

9. Mix in some water and paint the grass. 10. Mix ochre and white for some gravel.

11. Paint in any water features blue and that’s the background finished. Well done!

An imagined Garden Day 3
Drawing and adding a building to your garden

1. Lets draw a building... you can draw it 2. On piece of paper provided draw a box
as big or as small as you like. Approx 6 x about as big as you want the building to
be. We’ll fit the building in the box!
3 1/2 inchs (15 x 7cm) is quite good.

3. For the Brighton Pavillion style building 4.Then draw two rectangles, one either
I’ve used, draw a sort of stumpy cylinder side.
in the middle of the box.

5. Add a couple of columns on each side
and some lines on the cylinder.

6. Rub out any unwanted lines.

7. Draw on some domes and some
windows.

8. Then add some more details if you
like.

9. Then cut out your building. Don’t worry 10.Then glue it to your garden
background you painted yesterday on
about being to accurate, you can paint
the canvas panel.
over any unwanted paper later.

Here are some different building ideas you may prefer to draw instead. There is no
reason your garden can’t have two buildings or none at all!

An imagined Garden Day 4
Next lets add some collage elements!

1. In your pack there are two collage
sheets.

2. Have a look at the design we did on
day one. Can you see some space you
can add some collage to your garden?

3. Look at the collage sheets; choose as
many pictures as you would like and cut
them out. No need to be too accurate!

4. Arrange them on your painted
background unitl you are happy with the
layout.

5. Don’t worry if you don’t use all the
pictures you have cut out. Now lets
commit and glue them in place!

An imagined Garden Day 5
Lets do some more painting!

1. So here is our garden so far in glorious 2. Lets start by painting the building. I’m
going to use the sandy ochre colour. Mix
technicolour. Yours may look totally
the paints with water on a paper plate.
different, but that’s great! Lets paint!

3. Next mix some yellow and green and 4. Using the green paint lets add any
paint any unwanted paper on the collage extra leaves/trees. You can use watered
down paint to ‘stain’ the collaged parts.
elements to match their background.

5. Add any extra details or colours you
like. I’ve added a pink blossomed tree,
bull rushes and water lillies.

6. Finally paint in any colourful flowers
you like (we’ll add some more detailed
ones later) and there we go!

An imagined Garden Day 6
Lets add a bird to our garden: or if not, draw and paint one anyway!

1. On a piece of paper draw a box the
size you want the bird to be in your
garden. Lets start by drawing it’s eye.

2. I’m drawing a peacock in this example, but you can use the shape for other
birds. Next draw it’s body.

3. Then add a beak, legs, and for a
peacock, bobbily head feathers.

4. Draw in it’s tail and we are ready to go!

5. If you would rather draw a different bird here are some other examples.

6. Cut our your bird...

7. Then stick it down as before.

8. Paint out any unwanted paper.

9. Paint the peacock blue.

10. Add a little red to the blue for the beak 11. Paint it’s feet and it’s wing too...

12. Then the tail greeny blue/orange.

13. Add some white highlights... Done!

An imagined Garden Day 7
Flowers and finishing the garden off

1. On a piece of paper draw some flower 2. Then you could draw a butterfly if you
shapes. I found shapes about the size of want to include one. Start with a thin
sausage shape body then add the wings.
a 1p and a 2p piece work quite well.

4. If not though, cut out the flower shapes
3. If you feel your garden canvas has
enough on already, why not paint a lovely and position them.
colourful flower picture on the paper.

3. If you feel you have some space, why 4. Remove these for now, if using, stick
not look through the collage pages again. down the flowers and paint any unwanted
paper to match the background.
I just wanted to include the gargoyle!

6. Paint in your flowers.

7. Then the butterfly.

8. Stick any extra collage elements on...

9. Give them a stain with some paint...

12. Add any extra finishing touches and your imaginary garden is complete!

